Beyond Strong Coupling in a Multimode Cavity
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Here, we report an experimental realization of multimode strong coupling in cavity quantum electrodynamics. This novel regime is achieved when a single artificial atom is simultaneously strongly coupled to a large, but discrete, number of nondegenerate photonic modes of a cavity with coupling strengths comparable to the free spectral range. Our experiment reveals complex quantum multimode dynamics and spontaneous generation of quantum coherence, as evidenced by resonance fluorescence spanning many modes and ultranarrow linewidth emission. This work opens a new avenue for future experiments in light-matter interactions and poses a challenge to current theoretical approaches to its study.
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The study of light-matter interaction has seen a resurgence in recent years, stimulated by highly controllable, precise, and modular experiments in cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [1]. The achievement of strong coupling [2–4], where the coupling between a single atom and fundamental cavity mode exceeds the decay rates, was a major milestone that opened the doors to a multitude of new investigations [5,6].

Here, we investigate multimode strong coupling (MMSC) [7,8], where the coupling is comparable to the free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity; i.e., the rate at which a qubit can absorb a photon from the cavity is comparable to the round-trip transit rate of a photon in the cavity. We realize, via the circuit QED architecture, an experiment accessing the MMSC regime and report remarkably widespread and highly structured resonance fluorescence. The observed drive dependence of the width, height, and position of the fluorescence peaks cannot be explained by cavity enhancement of sidebands observed in the single-mode regime [9]. As expounded below, our observations reveal a generation of coherence across multiple frequencies mediated by a single qubit and necessitate a multimode analysis. Beyond the novel phenomena presented here, the access to the MMSC regime opens up a new direction of exploration that is of interest both theoretically and experimentally.

Interest in going beyond strong coupling has focused on the ultrastrong-coupling limit, where the breakdown of the rotating-wave approximation for the light-matter interaction results in excitation nonconserving terms [10–13]. In contrast, the direction which we pursue is the simultaneous strong coupling of the qubit to numerous modes, leading to qubit-mediated mode-mode interactions and nonlinear quantum dynamics not present in the single-mode problem. Thus, MMSC demonstrates a qualitatively new domain, intermediate between the quantum mechanics of systems with a small number of degrees of freedom and full continuum quantum field theory in free space. Unlike the traditional spin-boson problem that involves a bosonic continuum with an algebraic bath spectral function of the type $J(\omega) = \omega^2$, the MMSC regime is described by a structured spectral function with an infinite number of finite-width peaks. While the focus in the spin-boson problem is on the ensuing strong spin-bath correlations [7,14], in the MMSC regime the focus is on the resulting complex temporal dynamics of the bosonic degrees of freedom. It was pointed out [8] that the quench dynamics in this regime feature pulsed emission characterized by the cavity round-trip time, instead of Purcell modified pure exponential decay or damped Rabi oscillations characterizing the single-cavity-mode problem. Driving such a system is hence expected to lead to an entirely new quantum dynamical regime that may feature frequency correlations that are unique to the multimode nature of the coupling. Finally, in contrast to the single-mode problem [15], the multimode problem is not known to be integrable. Therefore, this regime requires new theoretical techniques for its further exploration.

The closed system is described by the Hamiltonian

$$H = \frac{\hbar}{2} \omega_0 \sigma_z + \sum_m \left[ \hbar \omega_m a_m^\dagger a_m + \hbar g_m (\sigma^+ + \sigma^-) (a_m^\dagger + a_m) \right],$$

(1)

where $\omega_0$ is the qubit frequency, $\sigma_{x,y,z}$ are Pauli pseudospin operators, and $m$ represents cavity-mode number. Here, $a_m^\dagger$ ($\sigma^+$) and $a_m$ ($\sigma^-$) are mode (qubit) raising and lowering...
operators. The coupling strength of the qubit to the $m$th harmonic is $g_m = g_0 \sqrt{m+1}$, where $g_0$ is the coupling constant to the fundamental cavity mode [16].

To achieve MMSC, the coupling between qubit and cavity must be comparable to the free spectral range, which is made possible through use of a long cavity. Previously, long cavities have been used for novel comb generation, with a Kerr nonlinearity provided by the bulk medium [17]. Other unique multimode platforms have also been studied, including systems where a quasidegenerate set of transverse modes of a cavity are coupled to ensembles of atoms in cavity QED [18–20], and degenerate lumped LC resonators are coupled to qubits in circuit QED [21]. In contrast, here the nonlinearity is provided by a single qubit that is coupled strongly to a large set of longitudinal modes of a very long coplanar waveguide cavity.

In our setup, the coupling to the fundamental mode [22] $g_0$ scales with cavity length $L$ as $g_0 \sim 1/L$. Holding constant the qubit frequency, we are interested in the $n$th harmonic of the cavity which is nearly resonant with the qubit. The ratio of the coupling for this mode to the FSR then scales as $g_n/\text{FSR} \sim \sqrt{n}$ (see the Supplemental Material [23]). As there are many modes simultaneously interacting with the qubit, many modes can be coupled to each other during the typical lifetime of an experiment in the system, with the effective qubit-mediated interaction rate between a pair of modes being $g_m g_n/(n - m)\text{FSR}$, leading to a delocalization of the excitation across many modes.

We design a very low-frequency cavity such that the $\omega_n$ of a standard qubit falls near a high harmonic (approximately 50th–75th) of the cavity, unlike traditional circuit QED experiments. Additionally, this approach allows us to adapt to the typical measurement range ($\sim$3–8 GHz) of existing circuit QED setups. The superconducting microwave cavity comprises a 0.68-m transmission line with identical capacitors on either end, resulting in a fundamental frequency $\omega_0/2\pi \sim 92$ MHz (see Fig. 1 and the Supplemental Material for details [23]). The harmonics of the cavity are uniformly separated, a constant FSR, which empirically is the result of the essentially fixed dielectric constant of sapphire in the microwave frequency range.

We couple a flux-tunable transmon qubit [24] near one end of the resonator, an antinode for all the modes of the cavity, and achieve a qubit-mode coupling strength for the 75th cavity harmonic exceeding 30 MHz. Coherent drive, at frequency $\omega_n$, is introduced only via the input port [Fig. 1(b)], while radiative decay of cavity photons occurs via both input and output ports. A unitary transformation maps the coherent drive from the cavity to the qubit, yielding a qubit driving term $\Omega \cos(\omega_n t)(\sigma^+ + \sigma^-)$, with $\Omega$ the Rabi drive amplitude (see the Supplemental Material [23]). The mode linewidths $\kappa_n/2\pi$ span from 0.5–3 MHz to provide reasonable separation between modes. The qubit spontaneous decay rate $\gamma/2\pi$ is of the order of 1.6 MHz, due to the multimode Purcell effect [16].

![FIG. 1. Device for achieving MMSC. (a) A low fundamental frequency $\omega_0/2\pi \sim 92$ MHz is realized by fabricating a meandering 0.68-m coplanar waveguide resonator on a 25 × 25-mm sapphire substrate. The capacitive coupling at the input and output ports allows coupling of radiation into and out of the resonator, at rates $\kappa_n/2\pi \sim 0.5–3$ MHz. Red rectangles show coupling capacitors. The blue rectangle encloses the qubit. (b) Symmetric interdigitated capacitors define the cavity boundaries and couple radiation to the transmission lines. (c) A transmon qubit is capacitively coupled to the center pin near the output capacitor, an antinode for all modes. Superconducting quantum interference device geometry allows for tuning qubit frequency $\omega_q$, via the flux bias line (shown) or the external magnet [24]. The gridlike pattern in the ground plane pins flux vortices. Scale bars denote (a) 10 mm, (b) 100 μm, and (c) 100 μm.](image-url)
modifies the Mollow triplet [29–31]. For weak coupling, the cavity passively filters the fluorescence, while for strong coupling, the sideband width is proportional to the coupling rather than the system dissipation [9,26].

In Fig. 3, we observe fluorescence across more than 50 modes, when the drive and qubit are resonant with a high harmonic of the cavity. Enhanced fluorescence is observed at mode $m$ when it is resonant with the Rabi sideband. As the displacement of Mollow sidebands is proportional to drive amplitude $\Omega$, this occurs [9] when detuning from the $m$th mode $\Delta_m \equiv \omega_m - \omega_d \approx \Omega$. For far-detuned modes, the drive power needed to reach the peak fluorescence at these modes $P_{d\text{peak}} \approx \Omega^2$, and hence $P_{d\text{peak}} \approx \Delta_m^2$ [Fig. 3(b)].

At fixed drive power, emission is spread over many modes, with the simultaneous enhancement at many nearby modes, differentiating the multimode fluorescence from the single-mode case. With varying drive power, far-detuned modes exhibit a multilobed fluorescence structure [e.g., Fig. 3(c)]. From Fig. 3(d), the drive power which results in the peak of the secondary lobe approaches twice that of the first lobe for increasing detuning $\Delta_m$, indicating that second lobe originates from two-photon interactions. These two-photon enhancements, resulting from higher-order interaction vertices $\sigma^+ a_m^2$, are of strength $g_m^2/\Delta_m$, which in MMSC exceed the decay rates. Two-photon processes in single-mode cavities, where $\Omega = 2\Delta_m$, have previously been observed [32,33]. For MMSC, the multiphoton processes can progress via combinations of many different modes. The resonance condition for single- and multiphoton processes is thus shifted away from $\Omega = p\Delta_m$, for $p \in \mathbb{Z}$ (see the Supplemental Material [23]).

Multimode effects become increasingly dominant as we approach modes closer to the qubit, with the appearance of a different intricate multilobed structure [see Figs. 3(e)–3(g)] and the drive powers of brightest fluorescence deviating from the quadratic fit [see the inset of Fig. 3(b)]. These effects arise when qubit-induced interactions between modes $g_m g_n/ (n - m) \text{FSR}$, for $n$ and $m$ near the drive, are comparable to the direct qubit-mode interaction $g_m$. Competition between these coherent processes led to the rich phenomena we see in the experiment.

When the mode resonant with the qubit, the center mode, is very weakly driven, there is no incoherent scattering to the other modes. However, at a higher drive power, fluorescence appears simultaneously at multiple nearby modes [three of which are displayed in Figs. 3(e)–3(g)]. In addition to detecting bright fluorescence at these nearby modes (three on either side of the center mode), we also observe incoherent scattering at the center mode itself. Furthermore, there is a change in emission frequency at each of these modes, approaching the bare cavity mode from above with increasing drive power. This shift is
qualitatively the same for modes on either side of the drive, and cannot be attributed to a simple ac Stark shift.

As drive power is further increased, the simultaneous fluorescence at the nearby modes fades away. At an even higher power, the emission at these modes reappears, but at the bare cavity-mode frequencies. This power coincides with that at which the far-detuned modes fluoresce, suggesting the emergence of qubit-mediated multimode correlation.

A remarkable observation of our experiment is the appearance of ultranarrow linewidths in emission. The fluorescence at far-detuned modes, captured in Fig. 3, has linewidths that are roughly equal to those of the bare modes. For modes nearest the qubit, the fluorescence linewidth is smaller than $\kappa_m$, e.g., for the nearest mode above being respectively 650 kHz vs 1.1 MHz. Detuning the drive from the center mode unveils here a linewidth narrowing by over an order of magnitude to 65 kHz [Fig. 4(a)]. The narrowest fluorescence occurs when the drive is detuned by 2 MHz from the center mode.

We attribute this narrowing to the spontaneous generation of coherence arising from the coupling of many dressed states through a common vacuum. Such behavior has been predicted and observed in atoms with multiple closely spaced bare atomic levels coupled to vacuum or a single mode of a cavity [34–36], where the theoretical analysis is aided by the simpler dressed-state structure. In our setup, unlike the single-mode case, the number of states in a single excitation manifold is not a constant but rather grows as $\left(\frac{N+M-1}{M-1}\right) + \left(\frac{N+M-2}{M-1}\right)$, where $M$ is the number of modes and $N$ is the excitation manifold. The rapid growth of the number of states per manifold hinders a simplified analysis via the dressed-state picture, but makes possible the near resonance of many level spacings (Bohr frequencies), leading to a collective enhancement of the coherences from their mutual couplings. An external coherent drive allows us to dynamically access regions of the dressed
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states with large generated coherences, as is evident in the drive dependence of the narrowing in Fig. 4.

In the region where narrowing is observed, the linewidth and steady-state photon number are observed to be inversely proportional, as has been previously suggested for the case of a single mode [37]. For our multimode cavity, the narrowing is in fact observed simultaneously for multiple modes at the same drive frequency, as depicted in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) for the two modes nearest the drive. While the modes directly neighboring the center mode exhibit the sharpest linewidths of 65 kHz, the next-nearest modes also display a narrowed fluorescence of approximately 300 kHz. The multilobed power-dependent structure of fluorescence also appears at the optimal detuned drive frequency; however, the linewidth of the second lobe is of order $\kappa_m$, for the nearby modes. For more distant modes, while fluorescence follows a similar $\Delta^2_m$ dependence, there is no narrowing apparent.

The drive-dependent narrowing is not unique to these described experimental parameters. When we translate the drive and qubit to another set of modes, we observe equally narrow linewidth fluorescence, which indicates that the spontaneous generation of coherence is generic in this system. Furthermore, while the qubit is essential for establishing the coherence, the effective Rabi rate is very insensitive to qubit frequency and thus the narrowing is as well (see the Supplemental Material for details [23]); the narrowed fluorescence produced with the detuned drive remains even as the qubit frequency is tuned over 150 MHz away from the center mode.

As an analytical solution of the quantum multimode dynamics is generally inaccessible, we resort to the Monte Carlo wave function approach to simulate a two-mode system. To compute two time-correlation functions such as the power spectrum $\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-i\omega t} \langle a^\dagger(\tau)a(0)\rangle d\tau$, we have to employ a two-step procedure [38], equivalent to the quantum regression theorem at the expense of a large number of quantum walks. The produced spectrum for the two-mode system qualitatively agrees with our experimental observation; namely, spectral narrowing appears for a range of Rabi rate $\Omega$, albeit the factor of narrowing is much less than what we observe, and the linewidth is inversely proportional to the photon number.

A unique consequence of the longitudinal multimode configuration is that modes symmetric around the drive will be simultaneously enhanced, leading to much brighter fluorescence than that of a single mode. We gain intuition about the coenhancement by comparing photon number dependences for single- and two-mode systems. Our analysis reveals a dramatic difference, with photon number being proportional and inversely proportional to qubit relaxation rate $\gamma$ in the single-mode and symmetric two-mode cases, respectively. This contrasting dependence arises from additional qubit-mode coupling terms that map both qubit-state flips directly to photon creation in the symmetric two-mode case, which circumvents the necessity of dressed-state population inversion as in the standard single-mode model (see the Supplemental Material for details [23]). With more strongly interacting modes, unitary dynamics in the closed system play an even more important role. Thus, a multimode model is a fundamentally better representation of our experiment than the single-mode model.

In this paper, we realized the multimode strong-coupling regime of circuit QED. We demonstrated the creation of steady states with long-lived quantum coherence, as evidenced by multimode resonance fluorescence with ultranarrow linewidths. Dynamically generated quantum correlations between modes in this driven dissipative system are expected to lead to qualitatively new physics [39]. While this new complex regime poses many theoretical challenges, precise circuit QED experiments can guide this exploration. We hope that access to multimode strong coupling will lead to many new advancements in circuit QED and our understanding of light-matter interactions.
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